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0. Introduction
Let F be a plane curve of degree d with 8 ordinary nodes and no other
singularities. Let C be the normalization of F. Let g=((d ―l)(d―2)/2)―8;
the genus of C. We identify smooth points of F with the corresponding points
on C. In particular,if P is a smooth point on F then the Weierstrass gap
sequence at P is considered with respect to C. A smooth point FgT is called
an (e―2)-inflectionpoint if i(F, T; P)=g:>3 where T is the tangent line to F
at P(cf. Brieskorn-Knorrer [1, p. 372]). Of course, e^d and a 1-inflectionpoint
is an ordinary flex. In particular, a (d ―2)-inflectionpoint is called a totalin-
flection point.
Let N be the semigroup consisting of the non-gaps of P, so N―N={ai<
az<---<ae＼ is the Weierstrass gap sequence of P. Clearly {d ―l, d}dN, so
Nd :={a(d ―V)+bd＼a, b<=N}(zN (see also Lemma 1.2).
Let k=min{l(EN＼d^(l(l+3))/2} and let
Nl£8=Nd＼j{n(=N＼n^(d-k-3)d +
2
-8+2＼
Let N-NWa^iaPKaPK-Ka1"}. One has a^a1*" for l£i^g. So Nd≫s is
the minimal (in the sense of weight) possible semigroup of nongaps.
For d(E{0, 1}, one has N = Nld% For 8^2 there exist pairs of (F; P) as
above with N^N^s. We give a list of all possible values for N in case 2<
5^5. (see end of §1).
Define N^fx2)=N(iiyx)^Nd,1 and, by means of induction, for d^2,
N<dy*>=Nldy3＼J{(d-d-2)d+l}
Nffi =NdyiPu {(d-d-2)d+d＼.
Af(<T<?x)(resp.iV(dm;fx2))is a semigroup if and only if d^2d+l (resp. 23). Let
N-Ndmf*}={alm*x)<alm*x><---<alem*x)}
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N- N (rtfx2)= {aimax2)< a|max2)< ･･･< a^max2)}.
We prove that ≪i^a|max) for l^i£g and if N-tNffix＼ then a^o}max>) for
l^i^g (Lemma 3.1). So Nffix) (resp. Nffix*>) is the maximal (resp. up to 1
maximal) semigroup of non-gaps.
Our main results are the following:
i) There exist pairs (F; P) such that N=Nid＼)s (2.2),
ii) If d^2d+l (resp. d^2d) then there exist pairs (F; P) such that N =
Nffix> (resp. N=iV(dm3ax2))(3.2).
The existence of Weierstrass points with gap sequence N―N%?$ is already-
proved in [4] for the case 8=(d2―7d + 12)/2. The method used in that paper
is completely different from ours. It has the advantage of not using plane
models but the proof looks more complicated. It might be possible to prove
our existence result in this way completely, but it might become very com-
plicated. We didn't try it. Also, it gives an affirmative answer to Question 1
in [2] for the case s ―n + 1. It is not clear to us at the moment how to
generalize the proof for the cases with s^n+2.
1. Generalities and low values for d
To start, we deal with the case <5=0.
Lemma 1.1. Let F be a smooth plane curve of degree d and let P be a total
inflectionpoint of F. Then _/Vd=./V</)0is the semigroup of non-gaps of P.
Proof. Let T be the tangent line at P, Lx be a general line passing
through Pand letL2 be a generalline not passing through P. Then the curve
C(a, b)=aT+bL1 + (d-3-a-b)L2 is canonical adjoint,if 0^a^d-3, 0£b^d
-3-a. Then we have i{r.C{a, b); P)=ad+b. Hence, {ad+b+1: 0^a£d
―3,O^b^d―3― a} is the gap sequence at P. This completes the proof.
In order to study the case d>0, we prove some lemmas. For the rest of
this section, F is a plane curve of degree d with 8(>0) ordinary nodes s1(･･･,
s<5as its only singularities. Also P^F is a totalinflection point.
Lemma 1.2. The set of nongaps at P contains Ndt0.
Proof. Assume that n^Nd>a. Let a=[(n―l)/d]+l, / be the equation of
T (the tangent line at P), l0 be the equation of a general line passing through
P and let lx be the equation of a general line. Considering
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we obtain that n is a nongap at P.
Lemma 1.3. Let j be a curve of degree less than d so thati{j,F; P)=k^
d. Then, T is a component of J,i.e. thereis a curve j' of degree deg^―1
such thatf―y'T.
Proof. Sincei(T, F; P) = d and i(j,F; P)^d, by Namba's lemma [5,
Lemma 2.3.2](cf.Coppens and Kato [3, Lemma 1.1] for a generalization),we
have i(T,j; P) :> d ^ degf. Hence we have the desired resultby Bezout's
theorem.
By a successive use of this lemma we have:
Lemma 1.4. Let y be a canonical adjoint curve such that i(y, F; P) = adJr
fi(Q^a^d―3, 0<fi^d―3―a). Then, there is an adjoint curve f of degree
d-3―a such that y=Taf and i(f, F; P)=B.
Using Lemma 1.4 we have the following corollaries:
Corollary 1.5. // 8^1, then i(y,F; P)< {d―3)d for every canonical
adjoint curve j, hence (d―3)d + l is a nongap at P.
Corollary 1.6. Assume that 5^2. Then, (d-4)d + j8+ l (/3=0 or 1) is a
gap if and only if there is a line Lo such that su ■■■, ss^Lq. Moreover, in this
case, the following three conditions are equivalent:
i) P£L0, (resp. PeL0),
ii) (d-4)rf + l (resp. (d-4)d+2) is a gap,
iii) (d-3-a)rf + l + a(a=l, ■■-,3-1)(resp. (d-3-a)d + l (a=l, ･･･,5-1))
are nongaps.
Proof. The existence of the line Lo and the equivalence between (i) and
(ii)follows immediately from Lemma 1.4.
Assume that (d―4)d + l is a gap. If (d―3―a)d + a+l (l£a^8-l) is a
gap then Lemma 1.4 provides an adjoint curve y' of degree a with i(j',F; P)
―a. So y' has sx,･･･,sg as common points with Lo. Bezout's theorem implies
that j'=j"L0 where y" is a curve of degree a ―I with i(y", F; P)=a (since
P(£L0). Namba's lemma implies y" = y'"T, but then i{y", F; P)^d, so d^a+
l^d + l. A contradiction since su ■■■,ss are collinear.
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Assume that (d-4)d+2 is a gap. If (d―3―a)d + l (l^a^d―1) is a gap
then Lemma 1.4 provides an adjoint curve f of degree a with i(y',F; P) = 0.
But j'―j"Lq and PeL0, hence a contradiction.
Assuming (iii),we obtain (ii)because the number of gaps has to be g.
Using Lemma 1.2 and Corollary1.6, we are able to determine the gap
sequence in case that slf･■･, sd are collinear.
Checking case by case by use of Lemmas 1.2 and 1.4, we show a table of
possiblenongaps Nd s for 1^<5^5.
Nd,1=Nd,0＼J{(d-3)d+l＼
Nd1?z=Nd,1＼j{(d-4)d+2＼
N<d%=Nd,1＼J{(d-A)d+l}
N(d＼＼=Nd＼＼KJ{(d-4)d + l＼
N%a=NlfoKJ{(d-5)d+3}
N^3=Nd%Vj{(d-b)d+l}
Nd1^Ndl^＼j{(d-5)d+3}
N<d≫4=Nd＼＼U{(d-5)d+2}
N(d?4-iV^3W{(rf-5)rf + l}
N'di,＼=-N<d2.＼U{(d-6)d+4＼
Nlfr=N%aU{(d-6)d+l}
Nl&=Nl£iu{(d-5)d+2}
Nl&=NlfoVJ{(d-5)d+l＼
NW6=NftU{(d-5)d+l}
NW6=Ni&U{(d-6)d+4}
Nlfo=N<fr＼j{(d-6)d+l}
Nd≫5=N^＼J{(d-7)d+5}
Nd≫=NZ＼U{(d-7)d-i-l}
general
general
Si, s2,P are collinear
general
Si, s2,s3 are collinear but not P
Si, s2,s3,P are collinear
general
Si,･■･, Si general but i(j, F; P)=2 where j is
the conic passing through Si,･･･, s4, Z3
Si, S2,s3, P are collinear but not s4
Si, s2,s3, s4 are collinear but not P
su s2,s3, sitP are collinear
general
Si, ･･･ sB general but 3 conic y passing through
s5,P and i(r,F; P)=lSi, ･･･, s5
Si,
Si,
Si,
Si,
Si,
Si,
sB general but 3 conic y passing through
s6,P and i(r,T; P)=2
･･･, Si are coilinear but not s6, P
■･■,s^ P are coilinear but not s5
･■･, s5 are coilinear but not P
sB, P are collinear
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2. General Case (5^2)
Remember the definition of NM, let k= min {lGN＼d<(l(l+3)/2)＼. Then
NW8=Nd＼j＼nszN＼n^(d-k-3)d+ ^(fe+3) -3+2}
In this section, we prove that for (F; P) general, the semigroup of nongaps
of P is equal to Nffi.
Let p>j^pJ<*+3>/2 be the linear system of divisors of degree / on P2. Let
and let
Pk(su -., ss; m)={r^Pk(si, -, s8)＼i(r,y; P)^m} .
Lemma 2.1. Assume that
Pi(slf ■･･, s5)=0 if
Pk(su ･■･, s8; m)=0
Kk,
if ra>
2
-8
Then the Weierstrass gap sequence of F at P is given by N+ ―N<i)s
Proof. By Lemma 1.2, every element of Ndt0 is a nongap. For O^n^
d― 3 the natural number not belonging to Ndt0 are nd-＼-l,■･■, nd-＼-{d―n―2).
Assume such a number nd + fl (hence Qf^n^d―3, l^/3^d ―n―2) is a gap.
Then there exists a canonical adjoint curve j of F with
i(r, r-, P)=nd+Js-i.
Lemma 1.4 gives us that there exists j'<^Pd_z_n(sl, ･･･, s5) with z'^', 71; F)=
|8
―1. But the hypothesis (*) implies that this is impossible for d―3―n<k,
i.e. n>d-3-k or for n = d-3-k and 0 ―l>(ife(fc+3)/2)―3. So, the only possi-
ble gaps are
1, 2, , rf-2
rf+ 1, rf+2, , 2d-3
2rf+l, 3rf+2, , 3d-4
(d-4-fe)d+l, , (d-3-fc)d-(d-2-fe)
(d-3-k)d+l, ,(d-3-k)d +
2
-5+1.
Since these are g members, we obtain the gaps of C at P. It is clear that
this set is N+―N(£)s.
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Theorem 2.2. The hypothesis (*) in Lemma 2.1 occurs.
Proof. (Inspired by the proof of Proposition 3.1 in [8]). Take a union of
d general lines in P2: F0=L1wL2W---ULd.
Let P1=L1r＼Li, {P2> Pz}=L%r＼{Lx^L2) and so on. Take 0^d^(d-l)(d-2)/
2. The statement (*) holds for Fo instead of F and Si=Pu ･･･, ss^Pg and Po
suitably chosen on Ld.
Indeed, let fe=min{/eiV|5^(/(/+3)/2)}. Take l<k and assume that re
Pt(Pu ■■■,P8). Since
{P <(l+l)i/2)+l,■■">P (U +2)U+1)/2)J=Lj +2P＼(LlVJ->>＼JLl +i)ClJ
one has ^=7",_iWLj+2 with ^/_1e/J;_1(/>1, ･･･, Pa+Din)- Continuing this way one
finds
r=Ll+2UTi-i=Ll+2VJLl+i＼Jri-2= ･･･=Ll+2U ■■■＼JL,＼JYi,
where ^eP/Pj, ･･･, Pq^^+diz), (7 = 1, ･･･, /―I). Since Pi, P2, P3 are not col-
linear, this is impossible.
This already proves that Pj(Pi, ■■■Ps)=0 for /</?. In particular P*(Pi, ■･･,
A*+i)(*+≫/B)=0. This implies dim(Pk(P1> ■■■,PS)) = (k(k+3)/2)-8. Because
8<(d-l)(d-2)/2, {Pi, ･■･,P5}nLd = 0. So if some element of P*(Pi, ■■■,PS)
would contain Ld then P*^^, ■■･,Ps)i=0, a contradiction.
Hence, P*(Pi, ･･･, P≪) induces a linear system of dimension (&(£+3)/2)―5
on Ld. For Po general on Ld and j^Pk(Pu ･■･,P5), this implies i{y, Ld ; Po)^
(k(k+3)/2)-8, hence
Pk(Pu -, P8; m)=0 if m>
2
-8
Claim: There existsa smooth (affine)curve T and OeT and a family of
plane curves of degree d
C C * TxP2
'I
T
with 8 sections Si, ･･-,Ss: T->C satisfying the following properties:
i)
ii)
p-＼O)=ro=L1＼J -ULd
Si(O)=Pi for l^i^d:
iii) for r<=T― {0}, p~＼r) is an irreducible curve, Si(r) is an ordinary node
for p~＼r) and p~l(r) has no other singularities,Po is a total inflection point on
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p-＼r).
(For short, we call this a suited family of curves on P2 containing Fo preserv-
ing the first8 nodes and the totalinflection point Po.)
Because of semi-continuity reasons that for a general r<BT the curve p~＼r)
satisfiesthe statement (*). So it is sufficientto prove the claim.
In order to prove the claim we start as follows. Let tc1: X^P2 be the
blowing-up of P2 at Po. Let Ex be the exceptional divisor and let Ld,x be the
proper transform of Ld. Let P{1)= Ld,iH-Ei. Blow-up Xx at Pw obtaining
7tz:Xz-^Xi with the exceptional divisor Ez and let Ld,2 be the proper trans-
form of Ldil. Let P<-2)= Ldi2r＼E2 and continue until one obtains
Write Li for n-＼Lt) for l^i^d-l and let
For 1^/^rf ―1, let Ui= xi+l°---<>izdand let L be a general line on P2. Then
rf0^P := Idit*(L)-(j2iftXEt))-Ed
We are going to use a theorem of Tannenbaum [7, Theorem 2.13]. Since
Ld,d-Kx^0, we are not allowed to take Y = F'o on X in Tannenbaum's Theorem.
Therefore we firstprove the existence of an irreducible curve F[ in P with
enough nodes.
From Tannenbaum's Theorem it follows that there is a quasi-projective
family Pd((d-l)(d-2)/2)(ZPd of dimension d(d+3)/2-(d-l)(rf-2)/2 such that
a general element belongs to a suited family of curves on P2 containing Fo
and preserving the first(d ―l)(d―2)/2 nodes.
The condition i(y,Ld; P0)^d for jePd((d ―l)(d― 2)/2) are at most d linear
conditions. Let
Pd((d-l)(d-2)/2; d)={y^Pd{{d-l){d-2)/2)＼i(T, Ld; P0)^d} .
One has roePd((rf-l)(d-2)/2: d) and
dim(Pd((d-l)(d-2)/2; d))^
d(d+3) (rf-!)(</-2)
2 2
-d=2d-l
Let P be an irreducible component of Pd((d ―l)(d―2)/2; d) containing Fo.
Since Fo is smooth at Po, a general element of P is smooth at Po. Let Fx be
a general element of P. If A is not irreducible then i(Fu Ld; P0)=d implies
that Ld is an irreducible component of Fx. Since {Pi,･･･Pu-du-vh}r^Ld ―0
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also A possesses {d ―l){d―2)/2 nodes none of them belonging to Ld. This
implies Fi―Ld＼jF2, where A belongs to a family of plane curves of degree
d ―1 on F2 containing L2＼J■■■＼jLdand preserving the (d ―l)(d―2)/2 nodes.
Clearly, if a union of at least two of the lines L2, ･･･,Ld become irreducible
in this deformation, some nodes have to disappear. Since this is not allowed,
A is the union of d ―1 lines. But this would imply dim(F)=2<i ―2, a contradic-
tion. This proves that A is irreducible.
Moreover A belongs to a suited family of curves on F2 containing Fo
preserving the first(d ―l)(d―2)/2 nodes and the total inflection point PQ. Be-
cause of semi-continuity, we can assume that (*) holds for the first8 nodes of
A-
Let F[ be the proper transform of A on X. Then F[<^P and we can
apply Tannenbaum's Theorem to obtain a suited family of curves on X be-
longing to P containing F[ and preserving the first8 nodes of F[. Projecting
on F2 we obtain a suited family of curves on F2 containing A, preserving
the first8 nodes of A and the total inflection point Po. This completes the
proof of the claim.
Let
j^Pd: j is irreducible;
j has a total inflection point and
r has d ordinary nodes and no other singularities
Then Ran [6, The irreducibility Theorem (bis)] proves that Pd{d ; d) is
irreducible. This implies:
Theorem 2.3. The normalization of a general nodal irreducible plane curve
of degree d with 8 nodes and possessing a totalinflection point P has in general
Weierstrass gap sequence given by Nldv8 at P.
3. Case: Maximal Weight
Assume that d^d-2 and remember the definitionfor N<-dmfx)and N(d /x2)
in the introduction.
Let P be a totalinflectionpoint on the nodal plane curve F of degree d
with d nodes, let ar<--<ag be the Weierstrass gap sequence of P and letN =
N―{au ･･･, <Xg)be the semigroup of non-gaps of P.
Lemma 3.1. For l£i£g one has ai^almax). Moreover if N*Nffi*＼ then
cti<a＼ml) for l^t£g.
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Proof. For d<2 see § 1, so assume that 5^3. Let aitj-{d― i―2)d + j,
l<Lj^i^d―2. They are just the members of N―Nd.
Since NdciN, by Lemma 1.2, N is the union of Nd and d values of aUj.
Moreover, if a^N then {a+d ―1, a+d}dN. So, if the number of values aVtj
belonging to N with i'<i is less than 8, then aii;-0GJVfor some l^/0^z'. Each
of N( sax)and Nd £x2)does not possess two values aUJ1--±aUh for each z. Hence,
if {a2il,a2>2}cN, then
#{ar,/eAT|f</, /^y}^*{flil>>,GN((,T!)|i/<≪, y^;} for Vz, ./.
So, we have ak^a(km&x2) for l^^^^. In particular,ak^=almax). But if {aiA,
≪2.2}^N, then N(E{Ndmix＼ N^y^} because of Corollary 1.6.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Proposition 3.2. // d^28-＼-l, then Nffix> occurs as the semigroup of the
non-gaps of a totalinflectionpoint and if d^2d, then so does N(-dmsax2).
Proof. Fix <5+l points P, Pu ■■■,Ps on an arbitrary line L. For i=l, ■■■,
d, take general lines Lt and L't passing through Pi. Let T be a general line
passing through P and let C be a curve of degree d― 28―1 which does not pass
through any one of P, Px, ･･･,PR and the common point of each pair of the
above curves. Let
Cx=dL
C2=T+C+L1 + L't+ ･･･+ L3+L'S.
Let P be the pencil generated by d and C2. By Bertini's theorem, a general
element F of P is a curve of degree d with 8 ordinary nodes at Pu ･･■,Ps as
its only singularitiesand P is a total inflection point of F with tangent line T.
In particular,if F would not be irreducible then F=TJrF'. But then T would
be a fixed component of P, which is not true. Hence F is irreducible. Because
of Corollary 1.6, the semigroup of nongaps of P is iV(d /x).
Next, we prove the latter part. Fix 8 points Pu ･･■,Ps on an arbitrary
line L and a point P not on L. For i=l, ･■･,8, let Lt be the line joining P
and Pi and let Li be general lines passing through Pt. Let T and T' be general
lines passing through P but not any of Pt and let C be a curve of degree d ―
8―2 which does not pass through any one of P, Pu ･･･,P3 and the common
point of each pair of the above curves. Let
Cl=2(L1+ ■■■+Ld)+(d-28)T'
C2=L + T + C + L'i+ ■･･+LL
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Let P be the pencil generated by Cx and C2. Again, by Bertini's theorem, a
general element F of P is a curve of degree d with d ordinary nodes at Pi, ･■･,
Ps as its only singularitiesand P is a total inflection point of F with tangent
line T. Also F is irreducible, by Corollary 1.6, the semigroup of nongaps of
P is Nffixi＼
Remark 3.3. Define N (d3ax3)=N
(d
3ax4)=N^3
and for d>3 we define in-
ductively N^r8)=N(d a-i8)W{(d-3-l)d+l} and Nffi'^Nffi^VUd-d-Vd
+5-1}. As above one can check that, for 8^3 and N<£{N^ix), N(^ax2)} one
has ak^aimax5) for l^k^g and, for 8^5 and N£{N^£*＼ Nffi , N(dyx3)}
one has ≪^≪|max4) for l^k^g. Moreover N^ax3)(resp. N(dm5ax4))occurs if
and only if exactly 8―1 nodes are on a line Lo and P<=L0 (resp. P<£L0). As
above one can also discuss the existence.
If one wants to continue, then one has to start making an analysis of the
case where the nodes are on a conic. Another direction of further investigation
could be: let 3^8'^d/2, what is the general situation for N if 8' nodes are
on a line? Probably reasoning as in §2, one obtains an answer.
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